
Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran

ALPACA

SWEATER **A

MEASUREMENTS Level of difficulty

To Fit Bust 81 - 86 cn 91 - 97 cm 102 - 107 cm easy

32 - 34 in 36- 38 in 40 - 42 in intermediate

advanced

Actual Measurement 111 cm 120 cm 128cm

43¾ in 47¼ in 50½ in suitable for

beginners

Full Length (approximately) 61 cm 64 cm 67 cm

24in 25¼ in 26½ in

Sleeve Length 44 cm 44 cm 44 cm

17¼ in 17¼ in 17¼ in TENSION

18 sts and 24 rows o 0 cm, 4 in, over stocking
MATERIALS stitch on 6 mmneedles or the size required to give
Rico Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran the correct tension.

Shade 002 (ecru) 10 50 g balls Check your tension - if less stitches thinner

needles, if more use thicker needles.

NEEDLES

pair 6 mm(UK 4 - USA 10) Rico knitting needles
Stitch holder

It is essential to work to the stated tension to achieve the correct size of garment.

ABBREVIATIONS NOTES

alt alternate The yarn amounts stated are based on average re-
beg beginning quirements and are therefore approximate.Where

centimetre(s) only one figure is given this applies to all sizes.
cont continue Where the figure 0 appears, no sts, times or rows
dec decrease(ing) are workedfor this size. After casting off one stitch
foll following will remain on the right hand needle which is not

grammes included in the instructions that follow.
in inch(es)
inc increase(ing) IMPORTANT- To ensure accuracy only RICO

knit YARNS are suitable. No responsibility will be taken
millimetre(s) for the result of using any other yarns.
purl

pass slipped stitch over Circle the size you wish to make.
rep repeat

rem remaining

right side
slip stitchknitways
stitch(es)

tog together

wrong side



Lunury Alpaca Superfine aran

ALPACA

SWEATER AND HAT

MEASUREMENTS
Level of difficulty

Sweater 91 - 102cm 107 - 112cm
= easy

intermediate
To Fit Bust 36 - 40in 42 - 44in

= advanced

Actual Measurement 200cm 208 cm
suitable for

beginners

Full Length
22¾ ir

Sleeve Length 35 cm 37 cm TENSION

13¾ in See tension at beginning of each pattern.

Hat

To fit average ladies head

MATERIALS NEEDLES

Sweater For Sweater

Rico Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran 1 6 mm(UK 4- USA 10) 100 cm Rico circular

Shade 006 (beige) 10 12 50g balls knitting needle

stitch holders

Hat For Hat

Rico Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran pair of 6 mm 'UK 4- USA 10) Rico knitting

Shade 006 (beige) 50 g balls needles

It is essential to work to the stated tension to achieve the correct size of garment.

ABBREVIATIONS NOTES

beg beginning The yarn amounts stated are based on average re-
centimetre(s) quirements and are therefore approximate. Where

cont continue only one figure is given this applies to all sizes.
foll following Where the figure 0 appears, no sts, times or rows
g grammes are workedfor this size. After casting off one stitch
in inch(es) will remain on the right hand needle which is not
inc increase(ing) included in the instructions that follow.

knit

millimetre(s) IMPORTANT To ensure accuracy only RICO
purl YARNS are suitable. No responsibility will be taken

rem remain(ing) for the result ofusing any other yarns.
rep repeat

right side Circle the size you wish to make.
slip stitch purlways
stitch(es)

tog together

wrong side
yarn to back

yarn to front



Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran

ALPACA

006 007 008 009
010

CARDIGAN **i
Level of difficulty

MEASUREMENTS

To Fit Bust 81-86cm 91-97cm 102- 107 cm easy

32-34in 36-38in intermediate
advanced

Actual Measurement 109cm

43in suitable for
beginners

Full Length
19¾ in 21 in

Sleeve Length 54cm
TENSION

19¾ in 20½in 21¼ in 19 sts and 28 rows to 0 cm, (4 in), over patternon
5 mmneedles or the size required to give the correct

MATERIALS tension.

Cardigan Check your tension- ifless stitches thinner needles,
Rico Luxury Alpaca f more thicker needles.

Superfine aran

Shade 020 (apricot) 11 50 g balls NEEDLES

pair 5mm(UK 6 - USA 8) Rico knitting needles
Rico buttons

It is essential to work to the stated tension to achieve the correctsize of garment.
ABBREVIATIONS

alt alternate Notes

beg beginning
pass slipped stitch over

centimetre(s)
rem remain(ing)

The arn amounts stated are based on average

cont continue
rep repeat

quirements and are therefore approximate.

dec decrease(ing)
right side

Where only one figure given this applies to all sizes.
rows are

s1
grammes

slip stitch knitways
Where the figure 0 appears, no sts, times or

workedfor this size.

inch(es)
stitch(es)

inc increase(ing)
knit

tog
through back f loop
together

IMPORTANT
suitable. No

m1 wrong side
To ensure accuracy only RICOYARNS are

make stitch by picking up loop between responsibility will be taken for the esult of using any

last and next stitch and working into the
yarn forward

other yarns.
back ofit

millimetre(s) Circle the size you wish to make.
purl

patt pattern



Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran

ALPACA
SUPERFINE

383216.025 383216.027 383216.028 383216.029

CARDIGAN SWEATER

MEASUREMENTS Level of difficulty

To Fit Bust 81 - 86 cm 91- 97 cm 102- 107 cm

32- 34 in 36- 38 in 40- 42 in
easy

intermediate

advanced
Actual Measurement 112 cm 120 cm 128 cm

44 in 47¼ in 50½ in suitable for

beginners
Full Length 58 cm 61 cm 64 cm

(approximately) 22¾ i 24in 25¼ in

Sleeve Length 44 cm 44 cm TENSION

17¼ in 17¼ in 17¼ in 18 sts and 28 rounds to 10 cm(4 in) over stocking
stitch, on 6 mm needles, or the size required to give

MATERIALS
the correct tension.

Check your tension- if less stitches use thinner
Cardigan needles, if more thicker needles.

Rico Luxury

Alpaca Superfine aran

Shade 029 (khaki) 10 11 12 50 g balls NEEDLES

For Cardigan

Sweater
1 6 mm(UK 4 - USA 10) Rico circular needle,

Rico Luxury
40cm long

Alpaca Superfine aran
6 mm(UK 4 - USA 10) Rico circular needle,

Shade 027 (light blue) 10 11 12 50g balls 60cm long
3 mm(UK 4- USA 10) Rico circular needle,

80cm long

Stitch markers

Stitch holders

3 Rico buttons, 2.5 cm diameter for cardigan

It is essential to work to the stated tension to achieve the correc1 size of garment.

NOTES
ABBREVIATIONS based on average r

beg beginning
pass slipped stitch over The yarn amounts stated

centimetre(s) rep repeat equirements and are therefore approximate.

cont continue
right side Where only one figure is given this applies to all sizes.

grammes
s1 slip 1 knitwise Where the figure 0 appears, nc sts, times or

are

g
in inch(es)

slip stitch purlways with yarn in front worked for this size.

After casting off one stitch will remain on theright hand
inc increase(ing)

stitch(es)

knit
through back of loops needle which is not included in the instructions that

millimetre(s) tog together follow.

purl
wrong side

IMPORTANT To ensure accuracy only RICO YARNS
patt pattern

yarn forward
should be used. No responsibility will be taken

for the

CIAL ABBREVIATIONS
result of using any other yarns.

M1R- Make 1 Right Leaning pick up loop between last and next stitchfrom back to front and knit into the
front of this loop Circle the size you wish to make.

M1L- Make 1 Left Leaning pick up loop between last and next stitch from front to back andknit into the

back of this loop



Luxury Alpaca Superfine aran

LUXURY
ALPACA
SUPERFINE

383216.025 383216.027 383216.028 383216.029

SWEATERS

MEASUREMENTS Level of difficulty

To Fit Bust 81 - 86 cm 91 - 97 cm 102- 107 cm

32 - 34 in 36 - 38in 40- 42 in
easy

intermediate

Actual Measurement
advanced

108 cm 112 cm 116 cm
=

42½ in 44in 45¾ in suitable for

Full Length 58 cm 60cm
beginners

62 cm

22¾ in 23¾ in 24½ in

Sleeve Length 46 cm 47 cm 49 cm TENSION

18 in 18½ in 19 in 23 sts and 30 rows to 10 cm(4 in) over pattern on

5 mm needles, or the size required to give the correct
MATERIALS tension.

Rico Luxury Check your tension- if less stitches use thinner

Alpaca Superfine aran needles, more thicker needles.

Shade 028 (wine red)

or Shade 025 (mint) 9 10 50g balls NEEDLES

pair 5 mm (UK 6 - USA 8) Rico knitting needles
Stitch markers

It is essential to work to the stated tension to achieve the correct size of garment.

ABBREVIATIONS NOTES

centimetre(s) right side The yarn amounts stated are based on average r
cont continue s1 slip 1 stitch knitways equirements and are therefore approximate.
foll following slip stitch) twice, insert left hand nee Where only figure is given this applies to all sizes.

grammes dle into stitches and knit together Where the figure appears, no sts, times or rows are
in inch(es) (slip stitch) times, insert left hand workedfor this size.
inc increase(ing) needle into stitches and knit together After casting off one stitch will remain on the right hand

knit stitch(es) needle which is not included in the instructions that
millimetre(s) through back of loops follow.

purl tog together

patt pattern wrong side IMPORTANT. To ensure accuracy only RICO YARNS
rep repeat should be used. No responsibility will be taken for the

result of using any other yarns.

Circle the size wish make.


